
Tropical Garden Party!
A fun idea to do on a hot day is to prepare and host your own tropical garden 
party for family and friends. Use these tips and ideas to ensure everyone has a 
great time.

Party Games to Play
Every party needs games for everyone to join in and have fun. Here are a few 
suggestions that you can play using items you might have around home. 

Hula Hoop Competition: A fun game for everyone involved. See who can 
twirl a hula hoop the longest! Or, if you have lots of hula hoops, see who can 
twirl the most hula hoops at once. Try to get the grown-ups involved too!

Limbo: A limbo game is really easy to make. Find a broom or mop and balance 
it between two chairs. Take it in turns to limbo below the stick without falling 
onto the floor. You can adjust the height of the stick to make the game harder 
as you go on. Use strings to tie the stick at different heights on the chairs or 
other furniture in the garden. Remember to check with a grown-up beforehand.

Coco Loco: This game can be played with real coconuts, bowling balls or 
ordinary balls. The game is similar to bowls. Place a target in the centre of 
your lawn or a clear area in the garden. The target could be a toy, a hula 
hoop or a shoe -any item that the balls can be rolled towards. Take it in 
turns at rolling your coconut (or ball) to the target. Whoever gets their ball 
the closest is the winner. You could have more than one go and knock other 
people’s coconuts (balls) away from the target. 

Flip-Flop Flipping: Hang a hula hoop in your garden (this could be from a 
tree). Take it in turns at trying to throw your flip-flop through the hoop using 
your foot. You could make this harder by having several hula hoops and 
assigning points to each. Every time a person gets their flip-flop  
through the hula hoop, add up their score. The winner is the  
person with the highest score. 


